
Love Wine at Quaglino’s 

 
Love Wine showcases a diverse collection of labels from some of the most 

iconic wine producers, styles and regions across the world at accessible 

prices. 

2017 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru ‘Les Chenevottes’, J N Gagnard, Burgundy    £125.00 

 

2017 Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru, Tollot Beaut, Burgundy                                   £275.00 

 

2008 Château St Pierre, Saint Julien, Bordeaux                                                              £120.00               

 

2012 Volnay 1er Cru ‘Les Fremiets’, Marquis d’Angerville, Burgundy                        £155.00 

 

2010 Orma, Tenuta Sette Ponti, Bolgheri                                                                       £180.00 

 

2001 Château Rauzan Segla, Margaux, Bordeaux                                                        £185.00 

 

2010, Château Duhart Milon Rothschild, Pauillac, Bordeaux                                     £195.00 

 

2008 Château La Conseillante, Pomerol, Bordeaux                                                      £230.00 

 

2006 Château Lynch Bages, Pauillac, Bordeaux                                                            £250.00 



 

Gentil, Hugel, Alsace 2017  £40.00 

 

This wine revives an ancient Alsace tradition that wines assembled from noble grape varieties 

were called ‘Gentil’. Gentil ‘Hugel’ allies the suave, spicy flavour of Gewurztraminer, the body 

of Pinot Gris, the finesse of Riesling, the grapiness of Muscat and the refreshing character of 

Pinot Blanc and Sylvaner.   

 

Pinot Gris ‘Reserve’, Cave de Turckheim, Alsace 2017  £44.00 

 

Made with carefully selected grapes, this is a rich, ripe and rounded, although still dry, wine. 

Pale golden yellow with floral and spice aromas, very textural with a long, slightly smoky 

finish.   

 

Pinot Auxerrois ‘OX’, Domaine Trapet, Alsace 2017  £53.00 

 

The wines from Domaine Trapet are all about finesse and elegance. They are characterised by 

purity, solidity, minerality, density like a diamond, viscosity, verticality, and everything is 

wrapped by delicacy and softness. The Pinot Auxerrois, in particular, is an exotic wine which 

is characterised by fruitiness, spices, and candy notes. A complex finish with nice 

weight.   

 

Riesling ‘Classic’ Hugel, Alsace 2017  £57.00 

   

On the palate this is a dry, refreshing and lively wine with a pleasant sense of tension and 

vivacity which enlivens the palate, it's rounded and full flavour amply quenches the thirst. 

 

 

Pinot Noir ‘Reserve’ Timbach, Alsace 2017  £65.00 

 

A classic expression of Alsace pinot noir from one of the region's greatest names and a fine 

vintage for the grape, with plump cherry fruit and the start of some savoury complexity. 

 

 

Gewurztraminer ‘Vendange Tardive’, Cave de Turckheim, 2015 (50cl)  £65.00 

 

A nose of Seville orange marmalade, rose and a hint of lemon. Wonderfully rich and weighty 

on the palate; the rose and orange blossom come through and along with bitter sweet candied 

peel flavours. A lovely lemony acidity, gives excellent balance on the long, fresh finish. 

 

 

 

 
 
 


